
EXPERIENCE SLEEP 
GUIDE TO BETTER NAPS 

Please read through this guide and email erin@experiencesleep.ca if you have any questions or 
concerns.


Let’s create a nap plan that works for your family! My daily view looks like running shoes, my 
small west highland terrier and a bright red stroller. Spoiler - I don’t run but damn do I ever walk 
fast. So fast that my 4 year old likes to say “Mama, can you walk with your kid?, slow down.” 
…OPPS!


Right now your view might look like the couch and if that works - stay there. But if you want to 
start leaving the house there is really no better day than today because honestly, it does not 
get easier. Leaving the house with children gets more manageable with practice but not easier.


Environment  
Start with baby sleep environment. Hopefully, while in your home baby sleeps in a safe, dark as 
night, climate controlled space. Naps on the go or missing a nap HAPPENS. Life happens and 
babies have longer wake windows, skipped naps and early/later bedtimes. Try not to stress 
and move along with your day.


Along with the wake window guide below watch for babies tired cues, it only takes one eye rub 
or yawn and that baby WANTS to be put back down to sleep. Trust me!


The total amount of time your baby is awake during the day in between naps and bedtime 

is commonly referred to as a wake window and the length of time your baby is awake 


changes as your baby gets develops and grows.
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Newborns (babies under 4 months of age) often cannot connect sleep cycles and this is totally 
NORMAL. They may take one longer 1-2 hour nap during the day then several ‘cat naps’. 


Babies who are older than 4 months but still cannot connect sleep cycles may also take short 
crap naps. Daytime sleep cycles last approximately 30 - 45 minutes and often sleep 
associations are responsible for preventing baby from connecting their sleep cycles. If this 
sounds like your baby look at how they are put to sleep - rocking, pacifier, breast/chest feeding 
are all sleep associations that could be preventing your little one from learning independent 
sleep skills. 


Nap Routine 
Create a small but manageable (5 minutes maximum) naptime routine. This should include a 
diaper change, a book or song and some positive sleep associations (sound machine, sleep 
sack, etc.).


Nap Transitions 
Within the first year of life babies will transition from 4-5 naps daily down to possibly one nap. 
Throughout the fist year as babies grow and develop they will need to transition and you will 
notice they naturally start to refuse naps and may end up waking early (prior to 6:00 A.M.) or 
you are suddenly dealing with bedtime battles etc.


When these things start happening you should adjust babies wake windows accordingly and 
keep an eye on their tired cues. Depending on babies age and development they may be 
mature enough to move on to scheduled naps which typically happens around 6 - 9 months of 
age.


Most babies go back and forth between the amount of naps for a few days (or weeks) as they 
transition and you will need to sort out your babies sleep pattern and adjust their nap times 
with their changing needs.


Wake Window Activities 
Trying to lengthen wake windows? Dance, water play (indoors?!), read books and sing songs. 
Lots of interaction with your baby can lengthen their wake windows.


Sleep on the Go 
Most children who have developed safe independent sleep skills will transfer and sleep on the 
go when necessary. Honour your child but make sure you do what you need to do as well. If 
that means a stroller nap a few days a week to get your steps in or a carseat/transfer nap to 
pick up groceries and run and errand then do it! 


Keep in mind that a nap on the go isn’t the most restorative and might only last 30-45 minutes, 
so plan for a better nap in the crib during the day and adjust their wake windows, nap time and 
bedtimes accordingly.


— 

If you want more information about creating a safe sold sleep foundation for your baby or just a 
one of nap consultation contact me and book a free discovery call!


Erin 

 


